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At his death in 1924, after fifty-one years of a prolific creative life, Brjusov 
could have been assured that his wish to be remembered in the history of 
world literature by at least two lines' would certainly be realized. To insure 
the realization of this wish Brjusov left behind not only a novel, several 
short stories, critical essays, and manuals of poetics, but also and primarily, 
thirteen collections of verse. From 1894 to 1924 Brjusov published his 
verses regularly, collection after collection, every few years. Juvenilia, 1894, 
was followed by Chefs d'oeuvre, 1896, by Me eum esse, 1897, Tertia Vigilia, 
1901, Urbi et Orbi, 1904, Stephanos, 1906, Vse napevy, 1909, Zerkalo 
tenej, 1912, Sem' cvetov radugi, 1915, Devjataja kamena (prepared as a 
collection but never published, probably because of the Revolution), 
Poslednie mecty, 1919, V takie dni, 1920, Mig, 1921, Dali, 1922, and, 
finally, Mea (Hurry), 1924.2 

The first six collections of poetry would have been sufficient, however, 
to discuss the poetic themes in Brjusov's poetry. Most critics, moreover, 
agree with Mocul'skij that, "Starting with Chefs d'oeuvre through Me eum 
esse, Tertia Vigilia, and Urbi et Orbi Brjusov's poetic creativity follows 

unwaveringly an ascending line. Stephanos is the apex, the measure of 

perfection accessible to the poet. After that collection the line of descent 

begins."3 The critics who do not agree with this view, primarily the Soviet 
critics, admit that after Stephanos there was a change in Brjusov's poetry, 
what D. Maksimov calls the "third stage."4 They base their opinions on 

Brjusov's declarations in a letter to N. I. Petrovskaja: 

And the time has come when it is no longer possible to travel the road I have travelled. 
Urbi et Orbi already gave all that was in me. Stephanos has completed my poetry, has 
placed on it really a "wreath." To go on creating in the same spirit would mean to 
repeat oneself. ... I must prepare all the forces of my soul in order to break the 
barriers behind which there will open to me some sort of new vistas.... 

Brjusov would wish us to believe that he did succeed in opening new vistas 
for himself. Unfortunately, he did not. True, he managed to try some inno- 
vations, the most notable of which is the attempt at creating scientific poetry 
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which, however, turned out to be nothing more than bad poetry with names 
of scientists and scientific terms. Even his poems praising the new Soviet 
order were not part of a progression, were not new. Brjusov had praised 
heroes before-now the heroes changed names from Napoleon to Lenin- 
the qualities Brjusov found in each were the same. There was no change 
in Brjusov's themes after his crowning "wreath"; everything he wrote was 
still part of the same cycle. As Ruprecht, the hero of Brjusov's novel, The 

Fiery Angel, never changed during the course of the novel, so Brjusov 
himself never ceased to be a Ruprecht in relation to his poetic themes dur- 
ing his whole life. To understand this "Ruprecht-psychology" one must 
first, however, understand Decadence. The prime motivation behind Brju- 
sov's poetic themes lies in the understanding of him as a Decadent. 

Brjusov's childhood upbringing and his fin de siecle development were 

perfect conditions for the formulations of a decadent outlook on life. Having 
learned to read before he was four, Brjusov had at his disposal his father's 
voluminous library. His parents did not believe in special literature for 
children and therefore as a child Brjusov read everything and anything 
that caught his interest.6 The only books which were not available to the 
child were fairy tales and religious books. His father, a free thinker, would 
not have the child contaminated by any of that certovscina (p. 102). This 

type of fast intellectual growth produced by voluminous reading had a 
twofold effect on young Brjusov: he had no friends, no equals, and he 
turned to the world of books in his games. "Primarily," he later recalled, 
"I wanted to become a great inventor or a great traveller. I was seduced 

by the glory of Keplers, Fultons, Livingstons. While playing (I grew up 
without companions . . .) I always imagined myself either as an inventor 
of an air boat, or as an astronomer, who discovered a new planet, or as a 
seafarer who reached the North Pole." (p. 103.) 

In these childhood fancies it did not matter much that he was all alone. 
His loneliness came to fore later, in school. The confrontation with his 
schoolmates was a bitter one: 

I was 11 years old then. I was not used to dealing with contemporaries (having met 
them only during summers at the cottage) and in a crowd of friends I was completely 
lost. I knew a lot about which youngsters of my age had not even heard, but I did 
not know a thousand small things about which they were very well informed, and 
primarily I did not know how to fight or how to curse. .. In the depth of my soul 
I hated them for not knowing anything about the canals on Mars, about the properties 
of electricity, about the formation of crystals... Dreaming of becoming in the 
future a "great man," I became accustomed to looking at others somehow from 
above. (p. 104.) 

The effect of such a confrontation at the age of eleven gave Brjusov, if 

anything, the necessary stimuli to continue his withdrawal into the realm of 
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fantasy and books. Thus, by early adolescence the primary notion of a 
Decadent, aestheticism, was firmly imbedded in Brjusov's psychological 
make-up. At the age of twelve he found another possible escape: into the 
world of passions. "I was only 12-13," he wrote, "when I discovered 'love 
for sale' and entered into the sphere of cafes and 'happy houses' " (p. 104). 
Here he, like everyone else, paid and found that he was not lonely, at least 
he could pretend not to be. On the outside, however, he realized that the 
world was not a place for him. Values and realities did not match. He was 
part of the general uneasiness that prevailed toward the end of the century. 
It is not surprising that when he discovered the French Symbolists he felt 
an affinity of souls. In the French authors he discovered a creed identical 
to his own. They emphasized the autonomy of art, the superiority of artifice 
over nature, hostility to the bourgeois world, and an endless quest for new 
sensations-qualities which Brjusov possessed from his earliest childhood. 

Loneliness, which on the one hand led to extreme egotism and hatred 
of people who simply do not understand, led also on the other hand to an 
escape into the realms of books. Aestheticism led to belief in the superiority 
of artifice to nature and consequently to a nihilistic view of reality. By the 
same token, desire for new sensations led to an utter amoralism, no choice 
between good and evil, for both were valid as sources of sensations. The 
natural end of this was immoralism-for vice was always more fruitful in 
producing new sensations than virtue. Eroticism and perverse sexuality 
became realities of everyday life and subject matter for aesthetic creations. 
Aestheticism, amoralism, and immoralism became a matter of necessity, 
and the early acquaintance with "houses of pleasure" confirmed the possi- 
bility of new sensations in the sphere of eros. The total lack of religious 
upbringing facilitated the acceptance of art over nature, of vice over virtue, 
and of self over society, but did not help Brjusov in his aesthetic escape. 
At least one path-the path later taken by the "younger" Russian Symbol- 
ists-was closed for him. He was not a religious thinker or a metaphysical 
one, and the whole Symbolist concept of an outer reality lying behind the 

worldly one, behind the symbols, appealed to Brjusov only as a statement 
reaffirming the idea that aesthetic reality is superior to the worldly one and 
that there are correspondences, polarities, to prove this. In this respect 
Mirskij's formulation is perhaps the best: "His whole philosophy boils 
down to juxtapositions, the 'correspondances' beloved by Symbolists, to 
contrasts and 'polarities.' "7 

Only with this view of Brjusov as a Decadent can one approach the 
examination of his poetic themes. Poetry for Brjusov provided the best 
means of escape from the reality of everyday lonely life. Georgette Donchin 
is correct in maintaining that "almost the entire range of subjects in 
symbolist [also decadent] poetry can be correlated to the one theme of 
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escapism. The importance attributed to art assumes a new significance if 
one considers, as the symbolists did, that art is the best means to forget 
life, for it allows the poet to live a passive way and frees him from the 
duty of active participation in life."8 Perhaps the last part of Donchin's 
statement can be amplified: that poetry frees the poet not only from the 
"duty of active participation in life" but also from the conscious realization 
that he is not capable of actively participating in life. Brjusov certainly was 
not, except as some sort of leader of men. Brjusov consciously set out to 
be a leader of the Russian Symbolists and remained one as long as he could. 

Aesthetic escapism was, however, the primary motivation behind Brju- 
sov's poetry. One can find many subjects in his poetry, but basically they 
are all related to the few central themes-all of which were avenues of 

escape from life and from self. 
Three central themes unite all of Brjusov's poetry from beginning to 

end, and that is why, though he claimed a change and did indeed change 
his subject matter and verse structure, Brjusov in essence did not change. 
He could not lose his preoccupation with his central themes, for to do that 
he would have had to undergo a metamorphosis of his soul-a successful 

escape-and this he was unable to do. 
The three primary themes can best be labeled loneliness, love, and lore. 

The remainder of this article will endeavor to show how these three threads 
bind all of Brjusov's poetry and how his various subjects fall under these 
three fundamental categories. 

The first theme, the theme of loneliness (odinocestvo), is the most 
essential, for it is as central in Brjusov's poetry as it was in his life. It is 
actually from the theme of loneliness and because of the desire to escape 
from it that the other themes come into being. The loneliness theme in 
Brjusov's poetry, as in his life, has a twofold division. To deal with loneli- 
ness in life, Brjusov tried either to run away from people or to rule over 
them. In poetry, on the one hand he bemoaned his loneliness, and on the 
other he prided himself in it and expressed his full satisfaction with self. 

Loneliness is bemoaned by Brjusov in a full range of feeling-from a 
humble adoration for a lonely star to the ravings of a madman. The poet 
feels affinity to a lonely star and prays to it: "Tebe, o Sirius, ne znajuscij 
ljudej, / Ja voznosu molen'ja / Sredi tolpy, i v xizine svoej, / i v mig 
poslednij upoen'ja!" ("Zrec," 84.)9 Yet this idealization of far removed 
loneliness soon passes, for the poet feels like a lone thief: "Robko, kak vor, 
vyxozu, odinok, / Putnik bezvremennyj, gost' ubegajuscij.... / Cto mne 
do zizni cuzoj i stradajuscej!" ("Belye klavisi," 92.) His life is but a 
lonely journey in which he wanders aimlessly in silence, alone: "Bredu v 
molcan'i odinokom" ("Proxlada utrennej vesny," 109). As if reflecting 
during his mute lonely wanderings, Brjusov devotes a whole poem to his 
loneliness in which all of its bitterness is portrayed. There is no escape from 
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the loneliness which imprisons one at the depth of one's soul. Not through 
love, for even in passion one is alone. The circle of loneliness is impene- 
trable: 

lpOXArT AHH, npOXOA^T CpOna, 
CBO60AS TmeOTHO mamcreM MM. 
Mm 6ecnoinaaAHO OEaHOKH 
Ha AHe CBoeii Ayma-TIopLML I 

IIpHcymeHm Mm E BeiHOi xeame, 
H B Hame TycKioe OKHO 
Iyacoe rope H neceaBe 

TaI ^BiBOaBCH HCKnazeHO. 

HanpacHO mEH3HB npOXOAHT paOMX 
3a HaMMH AeHL, sa rojrOM rOA. 
MBI aJeM Jo060BBIO, CIOBOM, BBrJIIAOM,- 
Bca cyHIHOCTb eJaoBeKa ameT! 

HeT CHJ casaTaM, HeT CHJ yCJIImaTL, 
HeBaacTHO yxo, MepTB as3n. 
JiHmiL BpeMa sHaeT, IenM yTemHTB 
BesyMHO BOn0HHIOnH EpHK. 

CpmrBa nocaeaHHe oAemaw 
H rpyALE) Bce Hna rpyJ I npHXIBH,- 
IIopMB 6eccnaeH! HeT HaJAemI ! 
H B caMoi CTpaCTH MM OA^HH 

H nyrTHZ, nocpe^HHe ayra, 
IpyroM 6pocaeT TI;eTHHji B80p: 
MI BelHO, BerHO B geHTpe Kpyra, 
H BetHo SaMKHyT Kpyro3op 

("OAHHO0eCTmBO," 206-207.) 

The effect on one's soul after the realization that the circle of loneliness is 
an inescapable cell can be devastating. Madness is imminent. Brjusov gives 
a glimpse of this derangement in his poem, "The Madman": 

TITo6 Mena ne yaJAeX HHETO, 
Ha nporyasax a npaqycL, nan Tpyc, 
IpnoHnaH B BOpOTHHK y nIaJITO 

H Ha 6pOBH HaABHHHya IapTya. 

J BcTpetaao Harne Teja, 
HocHHeime B pbiaXOM CHery, 
Ia MHHyTM y6fECTB cTepery 

H cMeiocB 6ecnoaAiHo c yraa. 

Cf cnyciaiocr I peie. IIo^ MOCTOM 
Bn6HpaIo yrpioMLI cyrpo6. 
H MorHiSy Eonao a B neM, 
H aoxayc? B npaHrTOBaeHHai rpo6. 
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3aropaeTca A OM .. .H pyro... 
BOT Becb ropo, nimaaeT B orne... 
Ho aHm6yiocb na 6jecI Aoporoli 
TonJKo a-B je;anHOi THIHHe. 

("CyMacmeAmhHi," 88-89.) 

The eerie picture of the "hero" lying in a grave and watching with glee 
the burning of the city reminds one of the Nero legend. Though the malady 
to which loneliness can drive a man is frightening, Brjusov confesses that 
he likes to be alone, to wander in loneliness, aimlessly: "Ljublju odno: 
brodit' bez celi / Po sumnym ulicam, odin; / Ljublju casy svjatyx bezdelij, 
/ Casy razdumij i kartin." ("Ljublju odno," 211.) He likes to be alone, for 
while alone and giving free reign to his thoughts he can create the world 
of his fantasy. From his youth he was a dreamer and now his aestheticism 
makes him assert that the artistic worlds of his thought are far superior to 
the real world around him: "Sozdal ja v tajnyx mectax / Mir ideal'noj 
prirody,- / Ct6 pered nim etot prax: / Stepi, i skaly, i vody!" ("Cetkie 
linii gor," 100.) He repeats the same idea more emphatically, declaring that 
soon the real world will perish and only the world of thought will remain: 

ECTL TTO-TO Inoopnoe B MOUIoH npHpoa;I, 
Hexaa ipaxnca K ayiaM xpacoTM: 
HaA MHpOM ciaj nprOHcaRTC rrOAi, 
Ho Beien TOJaILO MHp MmeTI. 

IIyccaf ace rpoMHT oKean HeH3MeH:Iafi, 
HycTL ropAo CHnT jegaHmIe xpe6TH: 
HacTaHeT AeaL ROHria Ara BceaeHHoI, 
H BeCeH TOJBAEO MHp MOe'TI. (CTp. 101.) 

Later on he went one step further and postulated that perhaps all of life is 
nothing but a subject for vivid poems. But to realize this one had to love, 
accept, and cherish one's loneliness-one had to be a complete egotist. Brju- 
sov makes this quite clear in his two poems addressed to the poet. In the 
first, he gives the poet three commandments: look to the future, love your- 
self, worship art. In the second, he amplifies the idea and emphasizes cold 
detachment and utter passivity: 

Ononma 6zeAHnii co BBO3OM ropannHM, 
Hambe Aaio aI Te6e TPH 3aBeTa: 
IepBmii npHMH: He ZEHBH HaCToainnM, 
ToJaco rpanyiqee-o6zacTa noaTa. 

HOMHH BTOpOfp: IHICOMy He COeyBCTByA, 
CaM ace ce6a noaio6H 6ecIIpeAeaLHo. 
TpeTIH xpaHH: noKaonHaca HCKyccTBy, 
TOaEaO eMy, 6espaP8yMno, 6ecEeajHo. 

("IOHoMy nIOSTy," 96.) 
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TM ;oaIcen 6MTI rOPAMM, cIaK 8HaMa; 
Tm A0oaseH 6MITS OCTpIM, HaR Mieq; 

IRa AaHTy, Ino03emHoe nmaMa 

Aoj3IHO Te6e neEiH o6aces. 

Bcero 6yA, XOXOARIHi, cBHA^eTena, 
Ha BCe ycTpeeMjaa CBO B3Op. 
Aa 6yreT TBoa o06po0eTea-- 
rOTOBHOCTB B30HTH Ha KOcTep. 

B3TT MoameT, B0C B 3H3HH IHImRB cpeACTBO 
A1aia apEO-neByHXx CTHXOB, 
H TM c 6ecIneqaLHoro 0 OeTCTBa 
HIIH coTieTaHHna CJOB. 

B MHHyTM JIH)60BHIIX 06'lTHH 
H 6eccTpacTLio ce6a nppHHeBoiB, 
H B sac 6ecnon3;aAHIX pacnaTaTH 
IIpocaaB HCTynIIeHHyIO 6o0a. 

B CHax yTpa H 6esAHe sBeepHeH 
JOBH, TTO meIIHeT Te6e POK, 
H nOMHH: OT BeIKa H3 TePHHH 
IosTy sBaBeTHMa BeHno. 

("HoaTy," 287.) 

The most important element in both poems is the emphasis on withdrawal, 
on maintaining oneself free from contamination by others and especially by 
life, on narcissistic egotism. In another poem Brjusov restates this more 
blatantly, claiming that there is no other behest than to believe in oneself, 
to see oneself as above oneself: "Ja ne znaju drugix objazatel'stv, / Krome 
dejstvennoj very v sebja.... / Unosjas' v bezbreznost', / Za soboju videt' 
sebja." ("Objazatel'stva," 110-111.) This liturgy to the "I" closes the 
cycle of the loneliness theme. From bemoaned loneliness Brjusov progressed 
toward a world of his own creation where his loneliness was no longer a 
bother but a means to create that world. He ended this theme with a paean 
to the lone and egotistical self. 

Brjusov might have wished that his egotism would act as an antidote 
to his loneliness, that the world created by his thought would suffice for 
him to dwell in. But under the egotistic shell there still gnawed the worm 
of loneliness, and the poet was still surrounded by all his numerous enemies. 
In a rather morbid poem Brjuso.v admits all this, comparing himself to St. 
Sebastian ("Sebast'jan," 303). 

When he was still a young boy he found that loneliness could be for- 
gotten in a "house of pleasure." Perhaps one could forget if one were to 
submerge oneself in poetry of love-the second major theme in Brjusov's 
poetry. As a continuation of the "Great Escape," Brjusov expands his 
second theme to encompass a multitude of subjects. He is perhaps best 
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known for this theme, in which are included all the poems dealing with 
eroticism, exoticism, and erotic perversity. Brjusov handles the theme in 
a wide range, from simple love lyrics a la Heine to macabre erotic perversity 
a la Baudelaire. The Heine influence Brjusov admits himself: "Juvenilia 
is the first book of my poetry. The poems are written under a strong in- 
fluence of Heine and Verlaine. .. ." (p. 719.) The Baudelaire influence 
is also noted by critics, primarily Donchin, who claims: "Amoralism in 

Bryusov is usually connected with pronounced eroticism. The range of 
evils analysed by Baudelaire is equally narrow.... Bryusov's indebtedness 
to Baudelaire in this respect is apparent from his earliest poems."10 

The second theme, love, can be roughly divided into four groups. The 
first may be termed idyllic and consists of poems in a standard love-lyric 
form. It is the smallest group in the love theme and is perhaps best exempli- 
fied by a little poem in Juvenilia, "My vstretilis' s neju slucajno" (71-72), 
where the last two lines ("Vot staraja skazka, kotoroj / Byt' junoj vsegda 
suzdeno.") are a direct reference to Heine's poem, "Ein Jiingling liebt ein 
Madchen"; the whole poem expresses conventional attitudes about love." 

The second group of the love theme can be classified as exotic and 
macabre eroticism. Here the poet approaches love as a phenomenon con- 
current with exotic lands and places, as in the following poem where love 
takes the poet to the hot noon of Java: "Moja ljubov'-paljascij polden' 
Javy, / Kak son razlit smertel'nyj aromat, / Tam jascery, zracki prikryv, 
lezat, / Zdes' po stvolam svivajutsja udavy." ("Predcuvstvie," 77.) In 
another instance, Java is replaced by exotic Egypt ("Vstreca," 299). The 
exotic scenery often leads the poet to think of very strong passions-so 
strong that they become macabre, as in the poem already quoted, in Java, 
where, after the exotic scene is presented, the poet exclaims, "... My budem 
naslazdat'sja,- / ... Tela spletat', kak para iadnyx zmej !" Exotic scenery 
is not necessary, however, for Brjusov to think of macabre passion, for 
even without an exotic background he dreams of kissing the lips of a corpse: 
"Ja odnoju mectoju volnuem: / . . . pripast' poceluem / K dorogim 
poblednevsim gubam" ("Ato matovym vecerom maja," 106), a desire which 
is more fully expressed in the poem "V polnoc"' where the lovers (and the 
readers, for that matter) discover toward the end of the poem that they are 
in a grave: "'II' my v mogile, vnov', kak prezde?' / -'Da, my v mogile, 
vnov', kak prezde.'" (p. 302.) 

The macabre intermingling of love and corpses is not far removed 
from the third group of poems in the love theme. These may be classified 
under perverse and masochistic eroticism. A strong amount of perversity is 
present in many love poems. Torture linked with love plays a major role. 
In one poem, after describing a young girl about to be burned at the stake 
and first beaten by her tormentors, Brjusov ends the poem with an indirect 
comparison to love: "Vsja v krovi podnjata palacami, / 'Ja ljublju' ty 
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xotela skazat"' ("V proslom," 84). In another poem the difference between 
passion and torture is completely indistinct, for the poet wonders: "Gde ze 

my: na strastnom loze / I1' na smertnom kolese?" ("V zastenke," 255.) 
Perversity can be seen in the shameless voyeurism indulged in by 

Brjusov's poetic hero. In one instance he watches shadows as a whole 
passionate scene is vividly described ("Teni," 77-78). In another, the 
voyeurism is more direct. Brjusov's hero (the lyrical "I") is now a slave 
of a beautiful princess, and in the long poem "Rab" he watches the princess 
make love while he is chained to her bed like a dog. Though he is punished 
for it, he does not repent, but only wishes that he might live through that 
night once again: 

H B Ty me HO^B a 6mr npHKoBaH 
Y Joaca napcioro, IaK nec. 
H Becb Apoata a, oqaposaH 
HIpeAYyBcTBHeM 6e3BecTHMx rpes. 

H naaazn ee oAeeacL 
,o TanHi, 6HBIBIIe Ha rpy^AH... 
H B yzace coM0Hy a eacm... 
Ho rozoc MHe menInya: rTraH! 

H 6Hro Bce Ha 6pe, noxonce! 
. 65H cBHAeTeCB gap HOIHIX, 

Bcero, ITO TaiHHO RpoerT zome, 
Hx co0poraHHa, CTOHOB HX. 

BOT COCxaH a B RaMeHo0H OMHo, 
Apo6aio rpaHHT, cTHpaa IKOBL. 
Ho sTy HO0B a IOMHIO! IIOMHIO! 
0, ecaH 6 IIepeamcHT BC8-BHOBL! 

("Pa6," 190.) 

To perversity and its commingling of love and torture is related the maso- 
chistic element. In a mild expression of it, the poet thanks his beloved for 
the pain of her love ("Blagoslovenie," 301). The masochism is more pro- 
nounced in the following excerpt, as the poet waits in joyous expectation 
for the tortures ahead: "Opjat' bezzalostnye ruki / . . . Opjat' na scast'e i 
na muki / Menja mgnoven'ja obrekli." ("Opjat' bezzalostnye ruki," 343.) 

The ultimate end of masochistic love is to be loved to death. The 
fourth group of poems in the love theme deals precisely with death, the 
ultimate escape connected with love. In that same poem about the exotic 
land of Java the poet shows the final conclusion of the exotic macabre love 
described in the poem: "Den' proskol'znet. Glaza tvoi smezatsja. / To budet 
smert'.-I savanom lian / Ja obov'ju tvoj nepodviznyj stan." ("Predcuvst- 
vie," 77.) In approaching love one must be ready not only for torture but 
also for the acceptance of the chalice of death: "Ljubov', protivnik neo- 
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bornyj, / Ja uznaju tvoj kubok cernyj / I mec, vznesennyj nado mnoj" 
("Kubok," 253). There is no doubt in Brjusov's mind that love has one 
ultimate conclusion, as expressed in this programmatic poem: 

lfo6oBLs BaeeT ac ORAHOMy, 
Ho pasHMMH nyTaMH: 

HIpoxoAImH TMI cEBo8L cEop6L H TLMy, 
J: ocaenjzeLH anyaMK. 

JH)60Bo npHBOAHT K OAHOMy,- 

Bm, rIo6aimHe, BepLTe I- 
CEBOa CWtOp6L H PaAOCTb, CBeT H TLMy 

K 6jaaleHHl0-CTpaniHOH cMepTH! (345-346.) 

Donchin quotes Zinaida Gippius as saying that no one had more necrophil 
poems than Brjusov.l2 One need not, however, quote more than the few 
examples given above to realize that the second major theme of Brjusov's 
poetry, love, with its four groups of idyllic, exotic and macabre, perverse 
and masochistic, and death poems, upon reaching death, exhausted itself. 
Death was the ultimate escape, but it was possible to experience it only 
aesthetically, on paper. The risk in trying it "for real" was too great. It is 
curious, however, why love by itself, without death, was not enough for 
Brjusov. Several critics have dealt with this problem, and their insight is 
quite correct. Xodasevic, for one, claims that Brjusov ". . . not loving and 
not respecting people, did not fall in love even once with any of those with 
whom he chanced to 'share the bed.' All the women of Brjusov's poems are 
as identical as two drops of water: that is because he did not love any of 
them, did not distinguish them, did not know them. It is possible that he 
really loved only love. But his lovers he did not notice."13 

Another critic, Viktor Cernov, also finds fault in Brjusov's love poems 
for similar reasons as Xodasevic, but his condemnation boils down to out- 
right accusations of egotism.14 The trouble, therefore, seems to lie in Brju- 
sov's own dictum: "Vsego bud' xolodnyj svidetel'." This coolness and aloof- 
ness could never permit him to fall in love. Yet it is precisely this aloofness 
that other critics praise in him. The best expression of this attitude is given 
by V. Setschkareff: 

Brjusov's "academic coolness," for which he is often reproached, seems to characterize 
his prose as well as his poetry; but this "coolness" is a literary attitude enabling him 
to see life in every form from a distance. He will never appeal to readers who seek 
the exhibition of strong emotions, but the subtlety of his seeming coolness proves that 
these emotions are still present and only controlled by an artistic judgment to which 
the clearness of the outlines means more than the appeal to immediate feeling.15 

Perhaps Setschkareff is correct. The sad fact, however, remains that without 
really feeling love Brjusov could not actually experience it, and therefore 
the second avenue of escape from the lonely self proved to be a failure. 
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The love theme did not work out, and Brjusov sought relief in the third 
major theme of his poetry, "lore." 

Like the first two themes, this theme is also subdivided into smaller 
groups. There are three: ancient lore (history), modern lore (myth), and 
future lore (prophecy). The theme of lore is also very voluminous in exam- 
ples, for Brjusov devoted whole cycles of poems to it. It is one such cycle 
in the first group of the lore theme, ancient lore, that is considered to be 
Brjusov's best poetry. It occurs in his crowning collection, Stephanos, under 
the title "Pravda vecnaja kumirov" (The Everlasting Truth of Idols). 
"That beautiful cycle," writes Mirskij, "is the center and height of Brju- 
sov's creativity-and one of the best decorations in our modern poetry."16 
Poggioli adds to this the statement, "It was this group of poems, ham- 
mered or chiseled out of a hard and noble matter, that earned for Brjusov 
the label of 'poet of marble and bronze' which Belyj awarded him."17 

In none of the available editions is this cycle given in complete form. 
Out of the available poems, probably the best illustration of how Brjusov 
handles ancient lore can be found in the poem "Antonij": 

TH na s3aaTHoM He6ociioHe 
BHMZIX, TOPaeCTBeHHBIX BpeMeH, 
KaE HcnIOIHH CTOHIIIL, AHTOHHi, 
KIal RpzHi, He3a6BeHHIiH COH. 

nIo6epnBii aaanp, H CEHIITP scexeH1oR, 
H paTei npOIHTyIO RIpOBB 
TH 6poczHJ na BecM, HaA,eimEfi,- 
H nepesecHJa jio6oBsl! 

EorAa BepmHascH cyA6A MHnpa 
CpeAH BcneneHHIHx 6oex CTpyi,- 
BeHeg H nypnyp TPHYMBHpa 
THI npoMeHjax Ha norgeyii. 

Kab HHM6, Jho60B, TBOe CiHRBe 
HaA BeCMH, ITO norn6, aio6a! 
BjiaaceH, TO Bse^aj nocMeaHLe, 
H CTHIJ, H rn6eB--sa Te6a! 

0, Aai MHe aCpe6fii TOT ae BIHyTL, 
H B 'ac, KorAa He coHreH 60i, 
Kaic 6erjieAy, rcopa6Jir cBoi I1HHyTB 
Bcae; sa erzneTcKoil IopmoiI (250-251.) 

What Brjusov praises in Mark Anthony are traits of a Decadent-a hero 
who gave all for a kiss. In this, Brjusov was trying to identify himself 
with mythological or historical personages and, after finding an affinity with 
them, explain himself to himself-and thus escape. "The Everlasting Truth 
of Idols" is by far not alone in the poetry of Brjusov. There are other cycles 
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devoted to the ancient lore theme. In Tertia Vigilia there is the cycle 
"Ljubimcy vekov" (Favorites of the Ages) where Brjusov identifies with 
such personages as Psyche, Circe, Moses, Alexander the Great, Cleopatra, 
Mary Stuart, and Napoleon. In all these he seeks a kindred decadent spirit: 
in Circe her ability to be calm and cool during passion and to rule over the 
passions; in Moses his rejection by his people and his duty to them in con- 
tempt; in Alexander the Great his incessant drive from one faith to an- 
other; in Cleopatra her immortality in love which still rules the imagina- 
tions of poets. Napoleon the great colossus is praised, although in a typically 
Russian attitude not without scorn. 

Reality was not something which appealed to the decadent mind of 

Brjusov, but he realized that even in reality there could be found a man- 
made artistic element which interested him. Thus came into being the 
second group in the lore theme-modern lore, which Brjusov termed 
"Sovremennost'." 

There are various subjects in this group. The most important ones are 
patriotism, the Soviets, and the city. First notes of patriotism which soon 
turned to outright chauvinism and jingoism were sounded by Brjusov 
during the Russo-Japanese War, which coincided with his collection 
Stephanos. In the cycle "Sovremennost"' Brjusov declares that the poet 
is always on the side of the people "when a storm is brewing" ("Kinial"). 
Patriotism rings in the following lines: "Vot cego zdali my, deti stepej! / 
Vot ona, srodnaja serdcu stixija! / Cudo sversilos': na grani svoej / Stala 
Rossija." ("K tixomu okeanu," 267.) Patriotism with overtones of jingo- 
ism is heard in "K sograidanam" (p. 270) and in "Cusima" (p. 271). 
The peace-seekers and -makers are damned in a completely jingoistic in- 
vective: "No vy bezvol'ny, vy bespol'ny, / Vy skrylis' za svoim zatvorom. / 
... Poet vencaet vas pozorom." ("Da! cepi mogut byt' prekrasny," 274.) 

After the Russo-Japanese War and disillusionment with it, Brjusov 
turned his attention to the revolutionary ferment in his society. The 
"Soviet" subject of his third poetic theme begins as early as 1905 and 

grows steadily till the end of his life. Brjusov the Decadent served all gods 
and in his apolitical amorality accepted all creeds: 

Moi Ayx He HaHeMOr BO Mrae npOTHBOpeiHHi, 
He o6eccHaea yM B CgeHneHrIX pOKOBIX. 
I Bce MeTH zIjo6io0, MHe ;oporH Bce peHn, 

H BCeM 6oraM a nocBimami CTHX. 
("I," 118.) 

Xo'y, RT06 ?BcIOy naaBata 
CBo6oAHaa aaABLJ, 
H rocnoAa Ha ABBOaa 
Xoty npocJaBHTb a. 

("3. H. hrlnnHyc," 229.) 
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It is not surprising, therefore, that he could accept the new Soviet regime 
which he formerly dubbed the "Approaching Huns" (Grjaduscie gunny). 
Yet there is an element of truth in Mirskij's contention18 that Brjusov 
joined the Soviet cause out of loneliness, having been abandoned by his 
fellow admirers toward the end of his life-a statement which is wholly 
supported by Xodasevic's reminiscences, where he paints Brjusov toward 
the end of his life as not much more than a Peredonov scheming for 
power.19 Whatever the reason for Brjusov's choice, it is not surprising 
when one remembers that Brjusov always admired force and strength. After 
1905 when Russia showed herself to be weak he chose the next strong 
force, and it happened to be the "Approaching Huns." 

Thus, in the second group of the third theme, modern lore, one finds a 
series of poems devoted to the revolutionaries and finally to the Soviets and 
their hero Lenin. Hating half-measures, Brjusov strikes out at the liberals 
who were satisfied with the limited constitution: "Na etix vsex, dovol'nyx 
malym, / Vy, deti plamennogo dnja, / Vosstan'te smercem, smertnym 
skvalom" ("Dovol'nym," 278). He prophesies the coming of the Soviets 
and relishes the thought of total power and total destruction: "Bessledno 
vse sgibnet, byt' mozet, / . . . No vas, kto menja unictozit, / Vstrecaju 
privetstvennym gimnom." ("Grjaduscie gunny," 279.) When the Revolu- 
tion did arrive, he urges it to spread as the red horse of the apocalypse 
whose rider wars and judges and is a forerunner of the New World: "Vse 
vpered, za gran', za pregrady / Alym vsadnikom-mcis' !" ("K russkoj 
revoljucii," 431.) He eulogizes the new crest of the new force and sees in 
the hammer and sickle a universal unifier and leveler: "V edinyj snop, 
serp, nas vlozi, / V edinyj cokol' skuj nas, molot !" ("Serp i Molot," 435.) 
And, finally, he praises the new hero, the new Colossus, Lenin: "Rastet iz 
bur' oktjabr'skix: Lenin / Na rubeze, kak velikan" ("Lenin," 470). 

The second group of the third theme, modern lore, contains one more 

subject, the city. It was the contemporary city which attracted Brjusov; 
it was a man-made creation and therefore better than nature; it was seamy 
and squalid, a monster. First, the city is viewed as an aesthetic creation 
which appeals to the poet. The beauty of the city is short-lived, however, 
and, in "Slovno nezdesnie teni," Brjusov sees it as a huge tomb: 

J aJo6JIo 6o0Jimae oiMa 
H yasae yaHRI ropoAa,- 
B AHH, zorAa He HacTara sHMa, 
A oce'n noseaaa XOJIOAoM. 

IIpocTpaHcTBa io6nio nxonaxeii, 
CTeHaMH Kpyron orpaPaAeHHme,- 
B 'ac, KorAa eige HeT $oHapei, 
A saTenrIJJHCLB sBesH3A cmyierHHre. 
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ropOA H iKaMHH aO6aIO, 
rpoxoT ero H myMm neIByrsHe,- 
B MHr, IorJa nIeco rry60oo Taio, 
Ho B BOCTOpre c3amiy cosBynus. (132-133.) 

CaioBHO HeseAemHe TeHH, 
CTeHB MBeH O6CTyHIJIH: 
AyMIi 6wJIHX noIoaIeHHifi! 
B ropoAe a-taK B MOIrTe. 

3QaHann-sHanHe sBepH 
C coTHeH HecbITBIX yTpo6! 
CTpanmHI aRPMTTIOe ABepn: 
Kascaa sOMHaTa-rpo61 (cTp. 136.) 

The city as a tomb is but a momentary impression. The town has life, like 
the city of all cities, the "many faced" Paris ("Paryz"). The city is alive 
with electric lights; it speaks with telegraph wires ("Sumerki"). It is a 
huge, live monster bent on self-destruction: "Kovarnyj zmej, s volsebnym 
vzgljadom ! / . . . Ty noz, s svoim smertel'nym jadom, / Sam podymaes' 
nad soboj." ("Gorodu," 307.) 

Once the town is destroyed it will rise again like the Phoenix and the 

city of the Future will be born. But this is the beginning of the last group 
in the third theme: future lore. In the poem to the young poet Brjusov 
proclaimed that "the future was the realm of the poet." He himself used this 
realm in a whole series of poems. There are, again, three main subjects. 
There is the future city, man's conquest of space, and scientific poetry. 

Brjusov envisioned the future of the world as the future of the city, 
which was to grow big enough to encompass the whole earth. In the more 
beautiful of his visions into the future he exclaims: 

EAHHRHI ropoA cKpoeT map seMHo0f, 
aicE B aemyHIo, B CBepBialo;He CTeXia, 

ITo6 Be HO SaHTb aaCIaTeaBLHO BeCHOT, 
1To06 AJCTbcen sBeeH OCeHLIO He 6jeEIa; 

ITo6 He 6MJO paccBeTOB H HOrei, 
Ho IHCTHIi CBeT, 6ea 06iaiCOB, 6e3 TeHH; 
tITO6 HI 6OJI MHp HI TBOH, HH MOH, HHLefi, 
Ho o6GiRHH ap HAyiHX Ix noKoJenHU. 

("K caacTJHinM," 279.) 

Yet it is not the beautiful that Brjusov sees most often, it is the horrible 
attained by science carried to the extreme-a totalitarian city: 

H, alE BiommapHIiiH COH, BHAeHLeM 6ecnoMaAiHMM, 
lyAoBHBaeM pa3sepenHO rpOMaAHMM, 
0 CTeEIaHHLIM nepenoa, IIOEpmIBBHM map seHnon, 
rpJ[AyInHi ropoA-AoM aBJIaCJI npeeAO MHOH. 
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IIpHIOT s8MHmIX IaeMeH, pasMegemHHIii no II HCjaM, 
06asaH Z3HHHH)O (MamnHa IH MamnH!) 
KojecaM, 6Aroica, IEopoMmcaaM, 
llpeHBHaex a Te6a, seMna nocaeAHHa ChH! 
IlpegtyBCTBOBaXa zKHaBL 8aMaKyTMX nOICOeHfi, 
Hx AyMm, CJEaTme IInOaHBLeM, HX MeOTI, 
MeaTaM 6jIax BeKOB nOABJiacHMe KEa TeHH, 
Beca yzaac nepecTaBmein IIyTOTMI 
IIpeA^tyBCTBoBax pa6a nogaBjxeHHyiO appCTL 
H TOpmeCTBYIOIHx MHoroo6paaHmi COH, 
Bcex HamHx IIOMmCJIOB o0MaHyTyio CTapocTL, 
CpOK saBepmIHBmIHX BpeMeHn 

("3aMKHyTme," 171.) 

This vision has a direct relation to a similar view of the future which 

Brjusov portrayed in one of his short stories, "Zemlja." Here he pictured 
also a huge city in which people live on artificial air in a city sealed off 
from the atmosphere. The people long for the sun, for the open sky, and 
construct machines to open the dome which closes them in. They have 

forgotten that past the dome there is no more atmosphere. When the 
machines do open the dome: "Many give out a groan. After which in a 
wild frenzy all rise from their knees. The eyes of the people are wide open, 
hands outstretched. And slowly, slowly, the whole quiet hall is turned into 
a cemetery of immobile contracted bodies."20 

In the poems dealing with man's conquest of space, however, the 
view into the future is much more optimistic. The best poem to illustrate 
this is "Komu-to," where Brjusov addresses the future spaceman: 

~apMaH, MaL PaRT, HJIa RTO 6 Tl Ha 6MI! 
Cnermn! HacTax nocAeaHHH iacl 
Kopa6aL HCKaHHA B raBaaI npn6Mr, 
IIpocTopL ne6a MalHaT ac! 

Ham BeK BHOBn B AeAaaa noBepax, 
Ero cypOBIH aZHK BOaHec, 
H MOepTBHM aHpiEyaeM HaMepHI 

Bo8M03HOCTL HeBO8M0CH1IX rpe3. 

TaK! Mi HnCIIOJHHM BaBewaHie 

BeaHKHX npe^ROB. mIap senMHO 
MBI noJHo InpHMe B o6JaaaHBe, 
ropjaCL KOPOHOE UeTBepHOa. 

IIyCTL, TOpaceTBya, BHXPi MoryrlHH 
BspesaioT IpaMXa Kopa6aa, 
A TaM, BH BHH B npopLrBax Ty'H, 
CHHeeT H CKOJaSHT 3eMjaI! (321-322.) 
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The least successful and the least important of all the subjects in this theme 
are found in the poems dealing with scientific language. Brjusov, having 
exhausted everything else, decided that it would be well to link science, the 
art of the future, with poetry. He tried to write what he called nauinaja 
poezija. Two stanzas should suffice as illustration: 

Aaa aap OHOBMx paAYZHIX JIOTQCOB 
IIeTajImH 4a paEa yaIH, 
rAe BOT-BOT aaaMaHT leges motus-oB 

HLIOToHa-pasaeTHTCa B ICycIa! 

IIpH npeaHeM coamne rHaaHeT eeH, , , TaiHaM 
IIpHnHcJeH, CTaHeT 6aCHOCOBeH-CXOH. 
BpeA B cMene 6pePoB-ApxHMeA c 3iilnTaiiOM, 
JJereHEa aeT-MocIBa HM BaBHuOH. 

("JereHAa aeT," 458.) 

"The Great Escape" into themes of poetry was at an end. Brjusov was 

running out of time to find new themes, and the old ones did not seem to 
have succeeded in providing him with a way out. Having tried the themes 
of loneliness, love, and lore, or in decadent terms egotism, amoralism, and 
aestheticism, Brjusov finally escaped the natural way. He died. 

Stephen Spender best expressed the futility of the decadent man, of 
writers like Brjusov and his friends, when he wrote that ". . . the deeper 
the writers of the individual vision penetrated into contemporary reality, 
the greater the difficulty of communication with the reader. Several works 
have been written during the first half of this century which should termi- 
nate not with FINIS or THE END . . . but with the warning DEAD 
END."21 

Brjusov's escape was a failure, but the paths he left behind, at least 
some of them, were anything but failures. The highest praise, in this 

respect, bestowed on Brjusov came from Poggioli: "Thus it is only fair 
to compare the task which Brjusov fulfilled in his own nation and time to 
that which Horace had accomplished for the poetry of classical Rome, and 
of which he had boasted in 'Exegi monumentum': like the Roman poet, 
who had transposed the song of Greece into Latin modes, Brjusov gave a 
Russian voice to the poetry of France."22 

The two lines about Brjusov in world literature have been written, and 
that had been his wish. 
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NOTES 

1 B. XoAaceBaH, "BpIcoB: OTPIIBEH 13 BOcnoMaHaaHHa," XCoBPeMeaHHe e aaiacC,>> 
XXIII (1924), 222. Xodasevic quotes Brjusov as saying, "I want to live in 
order that in the history of world literature there be two lines about me. And 
they will be there." All translations of Russian in this article are my own. 

2 Posthumously Brjusov has been republished in three edited collections: Bajepafi 
BpIocoB, <?Ha6paaHHe cTHxoTBopenaH,>> peg. HoanHa Bpiocosa (M., 1954); BaxepHa 
BpicoB, <<Ha6panHiMe coHnIenaH,>> peg. H. M. Bpiocosa (M., 1955); BaaiepHH 
BpicoB, <CTHXOTBOPeHpa H noSMm,>> peA. M. H. AKiMaH (J., 1961). For the pur- 
poses of this study the 1961 edition was used, for it seems to be the most com- 
plete. The previously unpublished poems, collected into the 1936 edition, B. 
BpiocoB, <HeH3AaHHue OCTaXOTBpeHHa>> (M., 1936), were not discussed in this essay. 

3 K. B. MoiyaCECHii, <BaaepHi BpicOBw> (Paris, 1962), 115. 
4 A1. E. MaKCHMOB, "IIoaTTHecCoe TBOpqecTBO BaaepHa Bpiocosa," introductory article 

to Brjusov, Stixotvorenija i poemy, 51. 
5 Quoted in the notes to Brjusov, Stixotvorenija i poemy, 780. 
6 B. BpIOcoB, "ABTo06orpa4qa," <<HcTOpHJ pycCROHi JHTepaTypwI,> pe;. C. A. BeHre- 

POB (M., 1914), 103. Brjusov wrote: "In our family they held the idea that there 
should not exist a special 'children's' literature, that children should read the 
same that the grownups do. Therefore from the start I had at my disposal not 
only the shelves of our home library but also the ones from the public library to 
which we 'belonged.' .. ." Further page references to this autobiography are 
given in text. 

7 . 'CBaTonojxK MapcftHi, "Baxepa'i hcXOBJZeiBH BpIoc0n," COoBpeMeHHiee 8aIHaca,>> 
XXII (1924), 421. 

8 Georgette Donchin, The Influence of French Symbolism on Russian Poetry (The 
Hague, 1958), 126. 

9 All page references given in text are to Stixotvorenija i poemy (L., 1961). 
10 Donchin, 141. 
11 Some other typical poems in this cycle are: "0 xorAa 6m a Haa3aa cBoeMo" (110), 

"OceHnai AleH, 6IaI TycIK a cH yAeea" (138), "JI ano6no" (141-142). 
12 Donchin, 136. 
13 Xodasevic, 221. 
14 BHaTOP lepaOB, "Dpoc H MeaTa B noas3H BaaepHa BpicoBa," ?c3aeTM,>> 1913, 

J -12, CTp. 73. 
15 V. Setschkareff, "The Narrative Prose of Brjusov," IJSLP, I/II (1959), 265. 
16 Mirskij, 422. 
17 Renato Poggioli, The Poets of Russia (Cambridge, Mass., 1960), 104. 
18 Mirskij, 425. 
19 Xodasevic, 233-234. 
20 Quoted by Mocul'skij, 132. 
21 Stephen Spender, The Creative Element (London, 1953), 179. 
22 Poggioli, 101. 
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